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Letter from Dais
Honorable delegates,
Welcome to TECMUN 2022! We are ecstatic to have you form a part of this grandiose
event and even more so, being a part of this challenging committee. TECMUN is a Model
United Nations organized by the students of the Tecnológico de Monterrey Campus
Quéretaro. In this event, one will be tested on their knowledge of global issues around the
world and their problem-solving skills that will become important as the debate develops.
Not only that, but also one’s diplomacy and the capability of maintaining level headedness
during moments of pressure.
The topics of this committee are quite intricate as they are controversial because of their
political views; the rise of modern slavery around the world and the growth of ultraconservative parties in European countries as a consequence of the growing migratory flow.
The first, essentially talks about how the fishing industry is a demanding, intense labor that
creates thousands of jobs around the world but with undignifying working conditions. While
the latter, questions how the growth of migration and the knowledge of this has helped the
far-right to rise in power in Europe. The debate will be focused on what the rise of ultraconservatism can do to Europe and it’s already established multicultural system.
For so, what we expect from you delegates is, attitude. In this topic, if caused by politics,
we want this committee’s delegates to be cooperative and understanding of other opinions.
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It is imperative that everyone is respectful, but still debates their opinions respecting their
country's position. Do not hesitate to oppose someone.
We know that you, delegates, will do an amazing job in this committee, as the chosen
topics require a lot of investigation and understanding of the situation worldwide. We
support you fully.
We will see each other soon on April 22 and 23. Farewell delegates!

Maximilian Ang
Emmanuel Sánchez
Angela Marithel
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Committee Background
The Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) is the leading United
Nations (UN) entity on human rights. Its purpose, provided by the UN General Assembly, is
to promote and protect all human rights established in the UN Charter and in international
human rights laws and treaties. The current High Commissioner is Michelle Bachelet of Chile.
Operationally, the OHCHR works with governments, legislatures, courts, national institutions,
civil society, business community, regional and international organizations, and the UN
system for developing and strengthening the protection of human rights, particularly at the
national level, in accordance with international norms. OHCHR also supports the work of the
UN human rights mechanisms, including the treaty bodies established to monitor State
Parties' compliance with the core international human rights treaties and the Special
Procedures of the Human Rights Council.
The mandate of the OHCHR is to ensure universal enjoyment of all human rights.
Therefore, any topic that has to do with human rights is seen by this council. Topics that
include direct and indirect violations, or potential, of human rights are the main topics that
this committee focuses on. This committee discusses the topic and focuses on removing
obstacles that affect the effective and proper implementation of human rights and to
enhance coordination and cooperation of human rights-related activities throughout the
United Nations system.
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Topic A: The growth of ultra-conservative parties in
European countries as a consequence of the growing
migratory flow.
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Contextual Information
Political views can be divided into two main categories: leftism and rightism. The one
most pertinent in this debate is rightism, the idea of being politically conservative and
traditional. Conservatism is an aesthetic, cultural, social, and political philosophy, which seeks
to promote and to preserve traditional social institutions. Their mission is to preserve a range
of institutions such as organized religion, parliamentary government, and property rights.
Besides this, something they can achieve is forming a conservative political party which can
compete in a particular country's elections or advocate specific ideologies and policy goals.
As everything else, it has its extreme. Ultraconservatism is the term to describe the strong
favoring of the principles of conservatism.
This radical conservatism has become quite popular in Europe. In Europe, conservatism
is heavily oriented towards the traditional family, social stability as well as in favor of limiting
immigration. Immigration in the second quarter of 2021 amounts to a total of 35,338 of
migrants and refugees who were registered arriving through the three Mediterranean routes
and the Western African Atlantic route to Europe. A number which is 3 times higher than
the 10,334 arrivals registered in the same period in 2020. Reasons for migration in Europe
vary depending on the person, but the main reason for migration in 2021 was due to global
inequalities between undeveloped and developed countries. Furthermore, issues such as
poor economic state, higher employment rate, better services, political stability, lower risk
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from natural hazards, conflicting politics, persecution, natural disasters, and other crises can
be reasons for migration.
People seek a better situation next door. These right parties promote, through their
advertisements, the symbolic and economic threats posed by immigrants. Why? Members
of these parties have suggested that immigrants are the root of extremist violence—denying
xenophobia or racism in their claims. Whether immigrants are the perpetrators or the victims
of an act of terrorism, regardless of the ideological motivation behind the attack, their
presence is portrayed as the primary problem. It is also stated that immigrants bring all their
problems to the country they migrate to. This constant propaganda is taking over Europe,
causing ultra-conservatism to rise in power.

Topic Description
Immigration in Europe
In 2004, the European Union (EU) granted citizens the freedom of movement and
residence within its borders, and the term "immigrant" has since been used to refer to nonEU citizens, meaning that EU citizens are not to be defined as immigrants within the EU
territory. The European Commission defines "immigration" as the action by which a person
from a non-EU country establishes his or her usual residence in the territory of an EU country
for a period of at least twelve months. This complicated topic needs to be defined in policies
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in order to shape international migration flows, their magnitude, direction, and nature.
Migration policies related to the skills of migrant populations tend to be non-bilateral in
nature.
The European Union has a broad regulatory framework through which it distributes
migrants in Europe. According to the regulation, migrants are not able to choose the state
they will be assigned to when applying for asylum. The regulation constricts applicants to a
refugee status only from the country in which migrants enter first. For instance, under EU
law, over 500 million EEA/Swiss citizens and their families have the right to move to the
United Kingdom. They do not need to have a job or demonstrate they have skills which the
United Kingdom economy needs. Following that line, under the EU’s freedom of movement
rules, a country is not allowed to automatically deport EEA/Swiss citizens who have
committed serious crimes.

Human Rights and their relation with Migration
People migrate for a variety of reasons, including reuniting with family members,
bettering their economic prospects, escaping armed conflict, and human rights violations
such as persecution and torture. When these migrants arrive in a country different from their
origin, they are subject to human rights violations as they are not residents of the receiving
countries and often live in difficult situations. These people have to face discrimnation in all
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aspects; sometimes verbal or non verbal which can affect the lives of migrants as they are
indirectly or directly bullied. That is if they manage to arrive in their target country and stay
there. Some are not even given the chance to show that they can be part of the country’s
community and positively contribute. According to international human rights norms, which
are based upon the inherent dignity of every person, migrants enjoy the fundamental rights
afforded to all persons regardless of their legal status in the state they come from. Therefore,
other human rights violations can be seen in the process of getting them out of the country,
how they are treated when conversing with them, to mention a few. (OHCHR)

Human Rights violated by prohibiting Migration
● Right to nationality
● Right to freedom of movement
● Right to legal certainty and due process
● Right to consular assistance
● Right not to non-discrimination
● Right to request asylum
● Right to request recognition of refugee status
● Right to protection of the family unit
● Right to human dignity
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● Right not to be criminalized
● Right to decent accommodation
● Right to an interpreter or translator
● Right not to be detained in mediations or inside shelters

Rightism Ideology
The rise of ultraconservatism means the rise of nationalism. Nationalism promotes a sense
of identity, unity, and encourages collective solidarity that leads people to work for a shared
common goal. The negative part of nationalism, which is shown in politics at the moment,
is that it leads to conflict with others, infringes others’ rights, creates xenophobia and
produces paranoia. Ultraconservatism strongly denies the entry of immigrants to their
countries as the idea is to conserve the country as it is, without different ideas influencing it.
On the other hand, it doesn’t approve of the idea of globalization. Globalization is about the
interconnectedness of people and businesses across the world that eventually leads to
global, cultural, political and economic integration. In short, ultra conservatives view nearly
every economic and social change over the past 30 years as illegitimate.
Conservative thinkers, writers, and talkers have been debating immigration for a long
time. Respected conservative voices throughout Europe have been on both sides: arguments
for restricting immigration while others urge a constitutional amendment enshrining open
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borders. Over time, conservatives seem to have found the restrictionist arguments more
persuasive. European conservatives use the problems immigrants have ‘supposedly’ caused
in order to promote their ideologies. As more and more influential conservatives made the
argument for immigration control; more voters in countries with upcoming elections have
found solace in this blame of immigrants. These European citizens have become skeptical
about granting citizenship for illegal immigrants and about increased immigration. This has
caused for conservative leaders that weren’t taken seriously before, to have followers and
influence people, such as Eric Zemmour.

Rightism in Europe and its Effects
Rightism ideologies in European countries have provoked the deportation of migrants,
making the asylum laws harsher, or shutting the borders from migrants. An example are
Italian border police, together with the Austrian police, which patrol its northern border to
prevent migrants from crossing into Austria. However, according to the EU’s internal rules,
the country in which migrants first arrive is supposed to give them a temporary authorization
to stay or grant political asylum.
Examples of events that extreme conservatism has caused in Europe vary in intensity from
country to country. But to name some, here are two events that caused shock in the
continent:
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● June 2, Walter Lübcke, a German politician who had defended Chancellor Angela
Merkel’s policy of welcoming migrants, was murdered by a right-wing extremist. The
incident was one of several attacks against European politicians who had advocated
for generous immigration policies, and one of many more right-wing attacks
perpetrated directly against immigrant communities.
● A French high school teacher who had shown caricatures of the Prophet Muhammad
to his class was beheaded on Oct. 16 by an 18-year-old Muslim refugee. France’s
President Emmanuel Macron characterized as an “Islamist terrorist attack”; thus
causing an uproar in France.

Relation between Rightism and Migratory Flow
Now more than ever, there has been an emphasis on migrants being the root of European
problems. This focus on the migratory flow has made issues that immigrants contribute to
come into light and therefore the political importance of immigration for the right wing has
been raised. Among these problems are:
● Migration may affect wages or employment in sending and receiving countries as
some migrants send remittances to their families left behind. The response of the
stayers and natives matters: they may invest in their human capital, change their
occupation, and they themselves may move.
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● Migration affects governmental policies, such as redistributive policies and access to
welfare. Migration may result in technological transfer, trade, or capital flows. The
effects of migration also depend on how immigrants integrate in the receiving
societies and how the sending and receiving societies adjust to migration.
● The growth of the immigrant population. The immigrant population, and its share of
the total population, has increased over time, and pockets of immigration have
formed around more and more of the country. With more immigrants in more places,
more native-born Europeans have found themselves in competition with immigrants.
At the same time, more Europeans have grown unsettled by the social changes that
accompany large-scale immigration.

Important actors
The richest countries in Europe attract the most migrants. Switzerland, Germany, Austria
and the United Kingdom have surplus migration. There were over 37.7 million foreigners in
EU and EFTA countries in 2015, 8% of the total population. A large proportion of immigrants
come from Eastern and Southern Europe. Romanians and Poles account for over 30% of
foreigners in the EU and EFTA, although the state of immigration differs wildly from country
to country. (Nguyen, D. Q.)
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Italy
Ultraconservatism in Italy is represented by the idea that anything that has to do with
internationality is an “international mission”; quite literally dividing Italy from the
international community. Matteo Salvini, head of the Lega Nord party (LN) and an influential
conservative political figure, has leveraged the population of Italy and populism to push
Italian public opinion of immigration to the far right. There has been a notable uptick in antiimmigration sentiment among the general population. Up from 18% in 2014, 35% of Italians
in 2018 named immigration as one of the two most important issues facing their country, an
increase of 17 percentage points. Salvini’s anti-immigrant rhetoric has culminated in the
Salvini Decree, which restricts migrants’ access to humanitarian visas, decreases the amount
of shelter for asylum seekers, and expands the list of deportable offenses. (Kington, T. R.)
Salvini’s rhetoric against migrants falls into two distinct categories: criminalizing those
who are attempting to enter Italy and criminalizing those who have made it to Italy and are
residents. In order to do this, Salvini emphasizes the Non Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) rescue ships; Salvini notoriously blocks ships filled with asylum seekers from docking
in Italian ports to score political points. On Facebook, Salvini often refers to these rescue
ships as “accomplices of human trafficking.” For example, in one post in 2018, he writes, “with
FACTS, human trafficking business can be stopped.” Salvini’s frame of the transportation of
migrants

as

“human

trafficking,”

immediately

connotes

illegality

rather

than

humanitarianism. He has even come to suggest that this practice is a business as NGOs are
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profiting off the migrants and the migrants are willingly participating in this illegal activity.
(CIDOB)

Germany
Germany’s federal election on September 26th yielded a close finish. The center-left Social
Democratic Party (SPD) took the largest share of the vote and will be the largest party in the
new Bundestag with Olaf Scholz, who was much more popular than his main rival, Armin
Laschet, the candidate for Angel Merkel’s conservative Christian Democratic Union (CDU)
and the Christian Social Union (CSU). This is due to events such as the pandemic and climate
change being on the top of the list of voter’s concerns, while immigration is barely
mentioned. Despite this, there’s a strong belief that even if the right won’t be the reigning
party, they will still greatly shape Germany. The Alternativ fur Deutschland (AFD) party
became the first far-right group to enter the German Parliament in September 2017. This
party is known for its strong belief in nationalism and anti-immigrant stance. This was seen
when the party seized on Chancellor Angel Merkle’s decision to welcome over a million
migrants to Germany in 2015 and 2016, actively fanning fears of Islamization and migrant
crimes. (Bennhold, K)
The AFD is irrelevant in power-political terms at the moment but it is without a doubt
dangerous. The AFD has not been linked directly with political violence, but its verbal
transgressions have contributed to a normalization of violent language and coincided with
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a series of deadly far right terroirms attacks. A verbal action of an influential consvertive has
been Tino Chrupalla, a German politician member of the Bundestag since 2017 of the
Alternative for Germany (AFD) Party, who demands Germany’s exit from the European
Union. He states that lawmakers should abolish the constitutional right to asylum and that
Germany should be prepared to protect its borders with armed forces if it’s needed. A
physical violent attack done by this party has been the Hanu attack. A consevative extremist
shot dead nine people with immigrant roots in the western city of Hanau. This was a scandal
in Germany’s media as the public realized that AFD ideals lead to violence. (Bennhold, K)

France
Immigration is becoming a key campaign issue for the French presidential election set for
April next year, with right-wing and far-right parties challenging centrist President Emmanuel
Macron’s policies. With about six months to go, the 2022 presidential election is already a
major talking point in France. In the latest election poll, published on October 6, two farright figures are predicted to secure 32 percent; 17 percent for Eric Zemmour and 15 percent
for Marine Le Pen. Fuelled by publicity from a primetime television talk show, a dedicated
YouTube channel and a new book, Pundit-turned-politician Zemmour is an ultra-nationalist
with several convictions for racist hate speech. On immigration, while Le Pen has proposed
a referendum on identity, citizenship and the control of immigration, Zemmou has made
incendiary attacks on Muslim immigration and what he sees as the decline of French
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civilization. He believes French citizens with “non-French” first names should change their
name and supports the so-called “great replacement” theory. (France 24; The Guardian)

Committee Focus
The immigrant share of the population has risen substantially in most European countries
since the beginning of the century. While the rapid increase has posed major policy
challenges for European countries involving education, cultural misappropriation and
employment, all of these issues are blamed on this emerging population of international
migrants. As the situation worsens in these migrants’ countries, far-right parties constantly
blame it on these immigrants for bringing their negativity, causing discriminatory prejudices
against them. Therefore, the increase in immigration plays an important role in the success
of contemporary far-right parties in a number of European countries.
The rapid rate of European immigration has breathed life into far-right political
movements which, if they continue to gain power, may come to pose fundamental
challenges to Europe’s governing institutions and to its continued development as a
modern, post-ethnic society. Besides the political aspect, it is important to remember that
people migrate for a reason; them deciding to leave their country does not take their human
rights away. The issue is that this growing ultraconservative ideology results in violations of
human rights as they are victims of partisanship. The rights of immigrants should be
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prioritized before anything, especially before the ideologies of European countries. Not only
that, but other countries that are indirectly involved in the issue continue to have the
responsibility of helping migrants and reducing this type of ideology. But how can this be
done when politicians are powerful figures who take advantage of these defenseless
newcomers?

Key Questions
1. How do immigrants affect the economy, society and cultural aspects of a country's
society and economy?
2. What is the reason for the rise of migratory flow? Is this migratory flow reasonable?
3. Is there a need for revision of the immigrant policies from each country and the
European Union?
4. Does the rise of far-right parties challenge the center-left consensus on which
European institutions have come to rely on?
5. What is the role of ethnic identity in European societies? Does the rise of
ultraconservatism bring potential for ethnic conflict in Europe?
6. How can ultraconservatism affect countries who have developed a multicultural
system in which migrants have participated since a long time ago?
7. What does a multilateral approach to migratory flow mean for Europe’s society and
economy?
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